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ABSTRACT
Policymakers frequently point toward increasing consolidation of healthcare
markets as a driver of high costs in the U.S., and the hospital industry is no
exception. Although empirical studies generally find hospital systems are
associated with higher prices, in theory hospital systems might be able to
lower costs by leveraging efficiencies unavailable to independent hospitals.
We analyzed state-level hospital system participation in 2010 and 2014 and its
relationship with state-level per capita hospital spending. We found that most
hospital systems span across markets (defined here by core-based statistical
areas or CBSAs), and states with higher system participation were more likely
to have below median per capita hospital spending. Our work suggests that
researchers and policymakers should consider hospital system membership
separately from market concentration. Moreover, future research should work
to understand key organizational differences between system and independent
hospitals that may contribute to cost savings.
INTRODUCTION

STUDY DATA AND METHODS

The American Hospital Association (AHA) defines
hospital systems as two or more hospitals owned,
leased, sponsored, or contract-managed by a central
organization. Relative to independent hospitals,
hospitals that belong to systems may have better access
to capital and greater financial stability, increased
efficiency, and improved planning capabilities and
ability to retain top talent.1 These factors may lead to
lower costs for system hospitals relative to independent
ones. However, there is empirical evidence that
system hospitals are associated with higher prices
due to increased bargaining power.2 Furthermore,
system membership is often studied indirectly through
hospital mergers and acquisitions (events by which
independent hospitals become system hospitals), and
these studies also generally find that mergers and
acquisitions are associated with higher prices.3,4
Using state-level data from the National Health
Expenditure Accounts (NHEA) in 2014 and hospital
characteristics from the AHA, we found states with
hospital system participation levels in the top 25th
percentile were more likely to have below median per
capita hospital spending (Exhibit 1). Similarly, states
in the bottom 25th percentile of system participation
were more likely to have above median spending.

We used state-level per capita hospital spending data
from the NHEA and hospital characteristics from
the AHA Annual Survey Database for 2010 and
2014, which is the most recent year of state-level
data available from the NHEA.5,6 We included all
nonfederal short-term general acute care hospitals in
our sample.
Our outcome variable is state per capita hospital
spending. All values have been inflated to 2017
dollars. Our key independent variable is state-level
hospital system participation. We measured hospital
system participation as the share of total beds within a
state that belong to system hospitals.
First, we conducted a descriptive analysis to
understand the geography and reach of hospital
systems. We classified each system into four categories
that correspond to broader degrees of geographic
reach—core-based statistical area (CBSA) system,
state system, regional system, and national system. All
hospital members in a CBSA system are located in
the same CBSA. In a state system, hospital members
span CBSAs but are located within a single state.
Regional systems have member hospitals that span
multiple states but are located within one of four
U.S. Census regions. Finally, a national system is
1

Exhibit 1: Per Capita Hospital Spending and Hospital System Participation, 2014

System
Participation Level

Low
High
Spending Spending

Low
Medium
High

4 9
12 14
10 2

Notes: State-level system participation is measured as the share of hospital beds belonging to a hospital system. Low participation corresponds to states in the bottom 25th
percentile of system participation, high participation corresponds to the highest 25th percentile, and medium participation corresponds to the middle 25th-75th percentiles.

Exhibit 2: Independent and System Hospitals, 2014

Independent Hospital
System Hospital

Notes: Includes all non-federal short-term general acute care hospitals from the AHA Annual Survey Database in 2014.

one in which member hospitals span across Census
regions.
We then explored the relationship between statelevel per capita hospital spending and hospital
system participation. For our descriptive analysis, we
classified states by spending (above or below
median) and system participation (low, medium, or
high, which correspond to the bottom 25th percentile,
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middle 25th-75th percentiles, and highest 25th percentile
of system participation, respectively).
We also
estimated a regression of wage adjusted per capita
hospital spending on a set of system participation
quartile indicators, case mix index (a measure of
patient severity) and the Saidin index (a measure of
technological complexity). Details of the Saidin
index construction are provided in the Appendix.

Our main results used unweighted regressions, and
we estimated weighted regressions as a sensitivity
analysis. We used three different measures for weights:
total state population, total state inpatient admissions,
and total hospital spending. Additionally, we estimated
the models with and without adjusting spending for
the wage index. Sensitivity analyses are presented in
the Appendix.
Our study has several limitations. First, we do
not determine the mechanisms that might be driving
lower spending for system hospitals. Previous research
has found system hospitals tend to have higher prices
compared with non-system hospitals, so it is possible
our findings reflect system hospitals providing greater
utilization or quality of care. Second, we do not
consider the potential interaction between hospital
system membership and market concentration and
whether one is more important for determining
hospital spending.

STUDY RESULTS
Between 2010 and 2014, system participation increased
from 56 percent to 60 percent of hospitals, accounting
for 65 percent and 73 percent of beds, respectively.
Despite higher system participation, the relative size
of systems has not changed, with an average of seven
hospitals per system. Hospitals that belong to systems

seem to be more concentrated in urban areas, but they
are also well represented in rural areas (Exhibit 2).
Although we might expect hospital systems to be
strongly correlated with hospital market consolidation,
the majority of hospital systems spanned across CBSAs.
Specifically, only 15 percent of system hospitals belong
to a system that is contained entirely within a single
CBSA, such as Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim,
California. The majority of hospital systems have
a broader geographic reach: 23 percent of system
hospitals belong to a state system, 20 percent belong to
a regional system, and 42 percent belong to a national
system, which is defined as spanning across at least two
Census regions.
While the average state has a higher share of system
hospitals than independent hospitals, and more crossmarket system hospitals than CBSA system hospitals,
we observe high variability in hospital types across
states (Exhibit 3). Only one state (Rhode Island) has
a share of CBSA system hospitals (measured by share
of beds) greater than 30 percent in either year; the
mean share is 7 percent in 2010 and 8 percent in 2014,
and eighteen states have no CBSA system hospitals in
2014.
There may be concern that differences in patient
complexity, labor costs, or hospital technology across
states are driving the relationship between system
participation and spending (Exhibit 1). Even adjusting

Exhibit 3: Share of Hospital Beds in Independent and System Hospitals, By State, 2010 and 2014

2010

2014

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

14,947

1,288

67,598

14,449

1,200

64,790

Independent
Hospitals

37%

9%

96%

31%

4%

95%

System Hospitals
(All Types)

63%

4%

91%

69%

5%

96%

CBSA System Hospitals

7%

0%

61%

8%

0%

84%

State System Hospitals

19%

0%

58%

20%

0%

72%

Regional System Hospitals

13%

0%

61%

15%

0%

68%

National System Hospitals

24%

0%

54%

25%

0%

60%

Total Beds

Notes: Sample includes all non-federal short-term general acute care hospitals from AHA database in 2010 and 2014. Hospitals are aggregated to the state level using
beds. CBSA system hospitals are hospitals that belong to a system where all members are located within the same CBSA. State system hospitals are hospitals that belong
to a system with members across CBSAs but are located within the same state. Regional system hospitals are hospitals that belong to a system where members are located
across states but within one of the four U.S. Census regions. National system hospitals are hospitals that belong to a system with members across U.S. Census regions.
For more information, see the technical appendix: http://healthpolicy.usc.edu/research/hospital-system-participation-and-hospital-spending/.
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for these factors, per capita hospital
spending is generally lower (higher)
in states with higher (lower) levels
of system participation (Exhibit
4). Several patterns emerge when
we compare adjusted per capita
hospital spending in 2010 and 2014
(Exhibit 5). First, the majority
of states are in the same system
participation quartile in 2010
and 2014. Exceptions include
Massachusetts and New Jersey,
which shifted from the bottom
25th percentile of hospital system
participation in 2010 to the 25th-75th
percentiles in 2014. Conversely,
Florida, Texas, and the District
of Columbia shifted from the
highest 25th percentile of hospital
system participation in 2010 to
the 25th-75th percentiles in 2014.
Rhode Island, North Carolina, and
New Mexico (West Virginia and
Maine) moved from the 25th-75th
percentiles of system participation
in 2010 into the highest (lowest)
25th percentile in 2014. Moreover,
although spending increased

DISCUSSION

between 2010 and 2014, the crosssectional relationship between
hospital system participation and
per capita hospital spending is
consistent across 2010 and 2014.
Average per capita hospital
spending is 11 percent lower for
states in the top quartile of system
participation ($3,013) in 2010
compared with states in the lowest
quartile ($3,380),and the differential
increases to 19 percent in 2014
($3,083 vs $3,821). Unadjusted
and adjusted spending estimates for
each system participation quartile
are presented in the Appendix.
Although we found a consistent
relationship between hospital
system participation and spending
across 2010 and 2014, changes in
system participation are only weakly
correlated with changes in spending
over this period (see Appendix).
This result is not surprising since
within state system participation as
well as relative hospital spending
across states has been relatively
stable during our study period.

We
present
a
geographic
description of hospital system
membership and characterize
the relationship between hospital
system participation and state per
capita hospital spending. Although
system hospitals appear to be more
concentrated in urban areas, we
find a majority of system hospitals
belong to cross-market systems.
Moreover, states with higher
degrees of system participation
tend to have below median per
capita hospital spending in both
2010 and 2014.
Policymakers often point
to market concentration as a
driver of rising healthcare prices,
and hospital markets are no
exception.4,7,8 Market concentration
and hospital system membership
will be highly correlated to the
extent that hospital system
members are located within the
same market. In contrast, a recent
study found that 40-80 percent of

Exhibit 4: Adjusted Per Capita State Hospital Spending Ranked By System Participation, 2014
$5,000

Low
Medium
High
Median: $3,551

Notes: States are ranked from lowest to
highest system participation in 2014.
$3,000

Low participation corresponds to states
in the bottom 25th percentile of system
participation, high participation
corresponds to the highest 25th percentile,
and medium participation corresponds
to the middle 25th-75th percentiles.

$2,000

Per capita hospital spending is adjusted
for the wage index, case mix index, and
Saidin index.
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hospital acquisitions occurred across
hospital markets depending on the
market definition.9 Consistent with
these findings, our study shows that
the majority of system hospitals are
part of systems that span across
markets. These findings highlight
the importance of treating hospital
system membership and market
concentration as two distinct issues
in hospital research.
Recent work has shown that
hospital prices have grown more
than twice as much compared with
physician prices for hospital-based
care.10 This finding points to the
need for more nuanced policies
that target specific settings within
hospitals to control prices. Similarly,
our main findings indicate policies
that aim to control hospital prices
or spending should consider more
targeted recommendations around
system membership. To inform
these policies, future research
should focus more on organizational
differences between system hospitals
and independent hospitals or
their interaction with market
concentration to better understand
hospital spending variation.

Exhibit 5: Adjusted Per Capita State Hospital Spending Ranked By
System Participation, 2010 and 2014
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Notes: States are ranked from lowest to highest system participation in 2010. Low participation corresponds
to states in the bottom 25th percentile of system participation, high participation corresponds to the highest
25th percentile, and medium participation corresponds to the middle 25th-75th percentiles. Per captia
hospital spending is adjusted for the age index, case mix index and Saidin index. Median per capita hospital
spending (inflated to 2017 USD) was $3,177 in 2010 and $3,551 in 2014.
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